Arms convention: US drives arms race

By Bill Doherty

"We essentially have technologically driven the arms race," said Brig. Gen. William J. Pringle, Jr., director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. "But it is the US and the USSR who will destroy each other in a nuclear exchange with no thought of defense, with relatively small arsenals of extremely destructive weapons," he said.

"There is no survival, in any acceptable sense, possible to us as a nation, if the world, from a nuclear attack," H. Kirk Geiger of the City College of New York said, outlining the effects of a nuclear war.

"We cannot in a day bomb a city the size of San Francisco in a film called "The Last Epic,"" said chairman D. Reid Weedon, Jr. '41. "We cannot in a day bomb a city the size of San Francisco in a film called "The Last Epic.""

Speakers in the convention, sponsored by the Student and Faculty Disarmament Groups and the Chaplaincy at MIT, emphasized the devastation effects of nuclear weapons and criticized Reagan administration policies, which they said limited the use of nuclear weapons. (Please turn to page 2)

VisComm looks at activities

By Bert Kaliski

"Students don't have time for activities," said Jason Weller '82, editor of the Technology Community Association (TCA). There are "second thoughts about participation," he continued, claiming it necessary to provide incentives to encourage involvement.

From no longer have time for activities, said Deborah A. Donohue '84, president of Alpha Phi Omega. MIT's emphasis on student activities has declined since her freshman year, she noted.

The ODSA will discuss incentives, Dean for Student Affairs Shirley M. McAlister said after the meeting. "There is no problem with setting up a group to talk about them," she continued.

"Possible solutions," the students' open letter stated, "include academic or financial credit for student participation.

Ira M. Summer '83, vice-president of TCA, suggested students receive twelve units of lab or UROP credit for participation in an activity. (Please turn to page 2)

Shuttle bus suspends operation

By Tony Sambrotti

The MIT shuttle bus suspended operations Wednesday, and the organizers of the bus project await Tuesday's meeting of the Undergraduate Association (UA) Finance Board, which should determine the project's future.

The Finance Board voted Friday, October 29 to terminate the UA's liability for the shuttle project's debts after that date.

"We really can't continue with operations," said chairman of the project, said they hope the Finance Board will reestablish liability for the project and allow it to continue operating. (Please turn to page 2)

ASA drops 21 activities

By Ron Norman

The Association of Student Activities (ASA) withdrew recognition of 21 student activities at its general meeting Wednesday, attended by representatives from about 35 student groups.

"Activities without ASA recognition may not be allowed to use MIT facilities for meetings and events, and their assets, if any, will revert to the Undergraduate Association," according to an advertisement the ASA Executive Committee placed in Tuesday's issue of The Tech.

"Carroll is demanding money up front now," said David Libby '85, Finance Board liaison to the project. William S. Carroll is the company running the MIT shuttle bus. "As I understand it, Carroll won't operate on credit any more," Libby said.

"We essentially have technology-driven arms race," said chairman D. Reid Weedon, Jr. '41. "We cannot in a day bomb a city the size of San Francisco in a film called "The Last Epic,"" said chairman D. Reid Weedon, Jr. '41. "We cannot in a day bomb a city the size of San Francisco in a film called "The Last Epic.""

"We cannot in a day bomb a city the size of San Francisco in a film called "The Last Epic.""
Students suggest activity credit

(Continued from page 1)

Activities are not an end in themselves. Students are suggesting something besides for the activity dollar, said Student Activities Committee member Arthur P. Vayns '83, chairman of the Inter-Club Council. "Students do not want to be seen going to activities. The idea is to bring people to participate in activities that they are interested in," Vayns said.

"The purpose of the activity dollar is to bring people to various activities," he said. "But it is unwise to assume that students will be brought to activities because of the activity dollar. They are motivated by their own interests."

The activity dollar is a new idea. It is a way of promoting activities and bringing people to them. It is a way of making the student body more aware of the activities that are available on campus. It is a way of encouraging people to participate in activities that they are interested in.

The activity dollar is a new idea. It is a way of promoting activities and bringing people to them. It is a way of making the student body more aware of the activities that are available on campus. It is a way of encouraging people to participate in activities that they are interested in.

US holds five-year technological lead

(Continued from page 1)

The nuclear freeze proposal passed by the Massachusetts House last week led organizers of the event to expect a high turnout for the convention, but 200 people showed up.

Physics Professor Bernard Feld, editor-in-chief of The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, presided at a short history of arms control negotiations. He started with the Czar and the Czarina in Czar, which he said put the superpowers on display.

Field detailed President Kennedy's efforts to negotiate the Necessity for Nuclear Disarmament, with a view to future negotiations. He said that the event was "planned to be a future look at the future of nuclear disarmament." Feld said that the event was "planned to be a future look at the future of nuclear disarmament."

The purpose of the activity dollar is to bring people to various activities, said Student Activities Committee member Arthur P. Vayns '83. "We want to bring people to various activities," he said. "But it is unwise to assume that students will be brought to activities because of the activity dollar. They are motivated by their own interests."

"The purpose of the activity dollar is to bring people to various activities," he said. "But it is unwise to assume that students will be brought to activities because of the activity dollar. They are motivated by their own interests."

The activity dollar is a new idea. It is a way of promoting activities and bringing people to them. It is a way of making the student body more aware of the activities that are available on campus. It is a way of encouraging people to participate in activities that they are interested in.

The activity dollar is a new idea. It is a way of promoting activities and bringing people to them. It is a way of making the student body more aware of the activities that are available on campus. It is a way of encouraging people to participate in activities that they are interested in.
World

Brezhnev dead at 75 — Leonid I. Brezhnev, leader of the Soviet Union for 18 years, died Wednesday in Moscow. The Soviet news agency Tass announced the President's death early yesterday, after the government had foreshadowed its announcement by replacing scheduled television and radio programming with somber music and historical documentaries. Tass announced neither the cause of Brezhnev's death nor plans for his funeral. US President Ronald W. Reagan sent a letter offering condolences to the Soviet government.

Nations

Shuttle launch perfect — Vance Brand, Robert Overmyer, William Lenoir '61, and Joseph Allen enjoyed a perfect liftoff in the space shuttle Columbia yesterday morning. Mission specialists Lenoir and Allen successfully launched Columbia's first commercial payload—a communications satellite—yesterday afternoon. The two will launch another satellite and make the first American spacewalk in nine years before Columbia glides to a landing on a concrete landing strip at Edwards Air Force Base in Southern California Tuesday. The "dry" lakebed previously planned to host the shuttle's touchdown is under an inch of water from a storm earlier this week.

Reagan meets the press - Appearing last night in his first news conference in six weeks, President Reagan wouldn't speculate when US Marines participating in the international peacekeeping force in Lebanon might be withdrawn, refusing even to indicate if the troops might be home for Christmas. The President said Vice President George H. W. Bush likely will lead the US delegation to Soviet President Brezhnev's funeral. "We must remember," Reagan said, "that our goal is and will remain a search for peace," regardless of tension between the superpowers. The President wouldn't comment on the five cent a gallon gasoline tax increase proposed by Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis, but was careful to characterize it not as a tax, but rather as a "user fee." Reagan also praised the space shuttle, Vietnam veterans and the American system of government, and alleged "foreign agents [were] sent to help instigate" the nuclear freeze movement in the United States.

Local

Death penalty passes both houses — The Massachusetts Senate passed a bill to reinstate the death penalty early yesterday morning, following similar action by the House a day earlier. The House version calls for execution by lethal injection, while the Senate favors the electric chair. The Senate bill also includes a controversial provision that would prohibit attorneys from asking prospective jurors if they favor capital punishment. Since a unanimous vote of the jury would be required to invoke the death sentence, the restriction could effectively delete capital punishment. Supporters of capital punishment will try to hurry the reconciliation process so the final bill can reach the governor's desk before Michael S. Dukakis, an avowed opponent of the death penalty, takes office in January. A referendum passed by Massachusetts voters November 2 removed a constitutional prohibition of capital punishment.

Lame duck Governor Edward J. King signed a bill Wednesday raising the salaries of legislators, judges, and executive officers, following its approval by the Great and General Court Tuesday. Effective January 1, the law will boost the governor's annual salary from $40,000 to $75,000. The yearly base salary for legislators will jump from $11,766 to $30,000, and Supreme Judicial Court and appellate judges' annual take will rise from about $50,000 to $62,500.

Weather

low showing: Indian summer, part 3 — Unseasonably warm temperatures return today, with partly sunny skies and strong winds accompanying a high of 67 degrees. Windy showers, with some heavier rain, will make their way south to our area by this evening or early tonight, and continue through much of the day Saturday. Temperatures will remain mostly in the 50's.

next: Winter, part 1 — Skies will clear late Saturday, but temperatures will drop into the cold range early Sunday morning. Clear and cold Sunday, with a high only in the upper 40's. The season's first snowfall may strike as early as Monday.

Barry S. Serman
Some thoughts on America

Glancing through the opinion pages of our major newspapers has provided a valuable perspective on the future of some of our most cherished democratic institutions. The messages delivered by some of the most astute observers of U.S. culture present a disturbing forecast of America's future.

Within the past weeks, we have been treated to various pop analyses of the rise and fall of John DeLorean, entrepreneur and former General Motors vice-president, chronicled in the major newspapers and recorded on all of the nightly newscasts. The dramatic rise and fall of the former non-conformist executive married to the top fashion model has produced something truly unique to everyone, from the staid, highbrow New York Times to the more flamboyant, lowbrow People magazine.

Unfortunately, most of these "headline" stories fall to narrativize that DeLorean has not yet been convicted of any crime or any matter. And DeLorean's current legal troubles threaten him, or any introspective reader, from attempting to rebut or even comment upon the most spectacular charges. In his column yesterday, Anthony Lewis noted that the extensive media coverage devoted to DeLorean's chances of getting a fair trial. When the time comes to pick a jury for his case, DeLorean is left with the possibility that his prescriptive measures will be unnecessarily honored by pretrial publicity, as they never need newspapers or watch television news broadcasts. Neither alternative bodes well for DeLorean. The extensive interest of the press, centered on the American democratic system, conflicts with the accused's Fifth Amendmentrights to a fair trial. Unfortunately, one of these must suffer. The most probable victim of this conflict will be DeLorean himself, although he now is a media star, facing an unfair trial under the blaze of TV cameras and other media attention. The lesson MIT students can draw from his plight is obvious: don't work for GM.

John T. (Terry) Dolan, head of the National Conservative Political Action Committee (NCPAC) claims in last Sunday's The Washington Post, "If you followed big media's election coverage, you would have heard a great deal about NCPAC. All of it wrong. NCPAC is the association that helped contribute to the defeat of liberal senators George McGovern, Frank Church, Birch Bayh, and John Culver in the 1980 elections. In his Wednesday column in The Post, David Broder took Dolan to task on NCPAC's official interpretation of last November's electoral outcomes. Dolan contends that NCPAC-supported candidates won 70 percent of their races. Broder, however, compared the 70 percent success rate of NCPAC candidates to the 27 percent success rate of the Democratic Party for the same time period. Dolan argued that the NCPAC-supported candidates won 70 percent of their races. Broder, however, compared the 70 percent success rate of NCPAC candidates to the 27 percent success rate of the Democratic Party for the same time period. Dolan noted that the extensive media coverage devoted to DeLorean's chances of getting a fair trial. When the time comes to pick a jury for his case, DeLorean is left with the possibility that his prescriptive measures will be unnecessarily honored by pretrial publicity, as they never need newspapers or watch television news broadcasts. Neither alternative bodes well for DeLorean. The extensive interest of the press, centered on the American democratic system, conflicts with the accused's Fifth Amendment rights to a fair trial. Unfortunately, one of these must suffer. The most probable victim of this conflict will be DeLorean himself, although he now is a media star, facing an unfair trial under the blaze of TV cameras and other media attention. The lesson MIT students can draw from his plight is obvious: don't work for GM.

With unemployment at its highest level since the Great Depression, the most striking feature of last week's off-year Congressional elections was the relatively small number of seats gained by each political party. The Republicans actually lost twenty-six. For the last weeks, we have been treated to assessments of what message the electorate was trying to send to President Reagan and the nation. The party that does not control White House occupies several Congressional seats in the mid-term elections. In fact, in terms of economic issues, the opposition party usually gains approximately forty-five seats in off-year elections. Although past post-election outcomes have reflected particularly in the variety of voters' preferences passed by large margins in many states, as The Nation noted, many voters remained on the fence. Fewer than forty percent of those eligible voted in the elections of 1982, indicating American democracy is not as viable as we would like to believe. The great political challenge of the next decade is for some candidate or party to mobilize the large margins of those who never bother to vote. Only when they voice, rather than remaining seemingly disinterested in our present politics, will American politics be truly representative.
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Social Security system needs attention

(Continued from page 4) job, and then draw benefits from both their Federal pension as well as Social Security. It would also make pensions for government workers more comparable to pensions for private sector employees. This proposal has widespread public support, but it would be fought tooth and nail by powerful public employee unions. Nonetheless, it would be a step in the right direction. Finally, Congress may choose to alter the way benefits are paid out. It could gradually increase the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 68 by raising it two months a year for 18 years. This measure would help defuse the demographic time bomb that could ultimately destroy Social Security. In addition, Congress could increase patient fees for Medicare to bring costs and benefits closer together. It could tax OASI benefits for people earning over $20,000 per year, generating about $10 billion over three years. Congress could even decide to tie COLAs to the growth in wage rates rather than the growth in prices, saving billions of dollars per year. These changes would shift some of the costs of Social Security to the beneficiaries, and they would ensure that the elderly receive the same treatment - no better, no worse - as the average wage-earner. Some of these ideas are extremely unpopular politically - especially benefit reforms. And politicians who defend Social Security are right when they say that today's retirees worked hard all their lives for their fair share of benefits. The elderly must certainly not be cheated. But they do not deserve special treatment either. We have to face reality. Social Security does not help an underprivileged class of people. The per capita income of the elderly is over 20 percent higher than that of the average American, and the gap is growing. And unfortunately, Social Security benefits cannot be created out of thin air. Someone has to pay for them.

Support the American Cancer Society in its fight against cancer: Dance in B61's 3rd Annual Dance Marathon on Sat. Nov 20 from 12—12 in Lobby 7. Sponsor sheets available in Lobby 10. (Donations also accepted there.)

This space donated by The Tech

INFOCOM

Infocon is the creator of ZORK, DEADLINE, and STARCROSS — popular adventure, mystery, and science fiction computer games. Each is considered the best of its genre and is a best-selling product on all major personal computers.

INFOCOM

Infocon is starting development of business software products for personal computers. We need several software engineers to join the core group of developers creating the new product line. An interest in interactive systems and personal computers is desirable. Knowledge of MDL, LISP, or assembly languages is also an asset.

INFOCOM

To learn more about this exciting opportunity to participate in the growth of a young, successful company, sign up at the M.I.T. Placement Office to speak with us on Thursday, November 18, 1982, or contact Richard Ilson at Infocom, 617-492-1031.

Al Haiq was deep throat... by John Dean
ASA cuts 21 groups

(Continued from page 1)

advertisement in The Tech. Leaders of some activities named in the ASA motion indicated, however, they received no advance notice of ASA’s planned action.

The advertisement instructed members of the activities to submit a copy of their current constitution, a complete list of officers and a completed ASA activity survey to retain recognition.

Twenty clubs responded to the advertisement before the Wednesday general meeting. "Basically they’ve shown us they are active," Passman said.

Representatives also discussed the issue of limited office space at the meeting. Several representatives expressed concern for painting space and analyzing present space usage.

The ASA general body unanimously passed a motion creating a committee to investigate the use of office space on campus and to report its findings to the ASA Executive Committee and general body within two weeks. The committee should consult with the Student Center Committee (SCC) when investigating space in the Student Center, the motion stated.

The ASA voted to withdraw recognition from the Association of Mid-Western Commuters, Association for Recording Science, Campus Music Service, Christian Students, Classical Guitar Society, Exotic Fish Society, French Club, Gospel Choir, Investment Analysis Society, Kuo-So Martial Arts, L-S Society, The Listeners, Magic Society, Republicans Club, Students Against Registration and Society, Republican Club, Stu-

...What we ultimately have to remember they won’t make a whole lot of extra warheads if they can’t make delivery vehicles for them.

"The freeze people say the problem of nuclear arms, is the arms race. The beauty of the freeze," Markey said, "is that it’s an issue of whether or not the arms race should continue in any size, shape or form."

“Capitol’s low fares “What a break!”

Wherever we fly we have the lowest unrestricted fares. That means no advance purchase, no minimum stay. We’re always glad to see you, even at the last minute.

Make up your mind today — and by tomorrow you’re on your way!


SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS

San Francisco • Los Angeles • San Juan

SCHEDULED AIRLINE SERVICE

The lowest fare
By Buzz Muscettola

MIT and the City of Cambridge are debating whether or not MIT violated a city ordinance by expanding its real estate holdings into a residential area unless the property may be used by people not connected with the institution.

In March 1980, after the city formally requested the Institute to stop purchasing land in Cambridgeport for one year, Walter L. Milne, Special Assistant to the President for Urban Relations, declared MIT would promise the Cambridge City Council the following: "I do not contend that MIT broke its word." Sullivan's letter stated, "I believe that MIT neglected the Council's request. MIT should have continued to wait until the area had been rezoned, rather than buying the houses because efforts to rezone the area until that point had been unsuccessful. "The integrity of MIT is not destroyed by a one-year moratorium," asserted Mayor Alfred Velmez. "MIT should apologize publicly to the people of Cambridge for playing a monopolistic role with our land, our city, and our lives." The Institute's "arrogant behavior in this matter is scandalous," he said.

The one-year moratorium on land purchases in Cambridge was not legally binding; therefore, no legal action may be taken against the Institute. The acquisition of the townhouses created another problem, however, in that some members of the city council believed it violated the institutional expansion ordinance. Since MIT is facing affidavits in the reseroe process, Sullivan said, the townhouses represented another "attempt by the Institute to expand into the neighboring residential area." Cambridge has "a severe housing problem," he added, driving up real estate prices. MIT should remain impartial as to who may occupy the buildings.

Although it is true the percentage of Institute-affiliated residents of the houses MIT owns throughout Cambridge is high, Milne countered, the buildings are still considered apartments, not dormitories.

"Avery defined to be temporary housing for those students and/or employees of an institution who have a permanent residence in another area, Milne said. Persons wishing to occupy the townhouses will have to affiim they do not have a permanent residence elsewhere, he added.

"To prevent MIT from buying such housing again, Sullivan proposed an amendment to the present zoning ordinance that will prevent institutions from purchasing buildings that are to be used as affiliate housing in residential areas. In response, Milne sent a letter to the city council stating the proposal was "clearly unconstitutional," and "totally arbitrary and discriminatory" in the way it "excluded by law people from available housing because of where they worked (i.e. MIT)." MIT wishes to be recorded in opposition to the proposed amendment, Milne said.

The townhouses will not be affected by the proposed amendment if it becomes law because they are protected by a grandfather clause dictating that any structures existing in a zoning area before it is rezoned may remain at that location should the new zoning not permit that particular type of structure.

Another debate between MIT and Cambridge: In his letter of August 16, 1982 to Walter Milne, MIT Special Assistant to the President, the Cambridge City Council stated MIT "complied with the City Council's request to refrain from buying land and property in this area until the study of the Community Development Department is completed."

MIT's promise was non-binding, and several months after the zoning study was to have been completed, and after four zoning petitions failed to pass, MIT bought the townhouses.

The city council believes MIT, in the spirit of good will, should not have bought the townhouses, claimed Councilor David Sullivan.

"The 1980 council order is not a carte blanche of legislative drafting," he said in a letter to Milne, "but it clearly makes two separate requests of MIT — to stop buying land and property in... Cambridgeport and surrounding areas, and to refrain from buying land and property in this area until the study of the Community Development Department is completed."

MIT's map at the left in his letter. An "X" indicates the location of the townhouses. Milne replied to Sullivan on August 23. His map at the left in his letter. An "X" indicates the location of the townhouses. Milne added, "I am not included in the rezoning petition submitted to the Council by the Planning Board in the spring of 1981." wrote Milne. Thus, Milne contends, the area is outside the study area.

MIT, Cambridge spar over townhouses
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Off-Campus

Watercolor paintings of Jerusalem by Allen Berdnok, former instructor at Bezalel Academy of Design, Jerusalem, will be exhibited November 1-30, 1-4 pm weekdays or by appointment at Zionist House, 17 Commonwealth Ave. For more information, call 267-4200. Sponsored by New England Zionist Federation and the Israel Cultural Center.

Several candid photographs of Golda Meir, David Ben Gurion and Moshe Dayan taken by veteran Australian photographer, Johnny Atlas, will be exhibited November 1-30, 1-4 pm weekdays or by appointment at Zionist House, 17 Commonwealth Ave. The photos are for sale. For more information, call 267-4200. Sponsored by New England Zionist Federation and the Israel Cultural Center.

The Zionist Caravan will be in Boston this weekend. It is a mobile resource staffed by a group of former American Jews living in Israel. The caravan members will address a variety of issues through more effective communications and appearances on radio and TV programs. Special exhibits will be set up at several campuses, as well as at specific locations. For more information, call New England Zionist Federation at 267-2235.

In commemoration of the 93rd Anniversary of the Proclamation of the Republic, November 15-1891, a special patriotic/cultural program will be presented Tuesday, November 16, at 7pm. Champagne reception to follow. Reservations are required, as seating capacity is limited. For information, call the Pan American Society of New England, 266-2248.

"Solar Energy for Apartment Dwellers" will be the topic of a public meeting sponsored by the Urban Solar Education Program and the Sierra Club. Great Republic Group on Wednesday, November 17, at 7:30pm at Room 222, 100 Arlington St. The Union of Massachusetts/Boston. Downtoekners will discuss low-cost solar porches and porch-greenhouses for apartments, window-mounted solar room heaters, and how to make the most of the sun coming through the windows. Slides will be shown and actual models will be demonstrated. Admission is free and refreshments will be served. University of Massachusetts/Boston Downtoekners are located at 100 Arlington St., two blocks from the Arlington Greenline station on the corner of Huntington Ave. For more information, address questions to AHR (Associates for Human Resources) Concord, MA 02952-924 (toll free from Boston).

Monthly Film Festival continues with special films on Israeli Art, Theatre and Music on Sunday, November 21, at 4:30pm and 7:30-9:30pm at Zionist House, 17 Commonwealth Ave. Films to be shown are "Ben Voyage," "Jewelry," "Movements," and "Joy of Kinetic Art." $5.00 admissions, $1.00 for seniors citizens and students. Doors open at 5:30pm and 7pm. Refreshments available. Sponsored by New England Zionist Federation and the Israel Cultural Center.

In commemoration of the 16th Anniversary of the Independence of Barbados, November 30, 1966, a special patriotic/cultural program will be presented Tuesday, November 30, at 7pm. Champagne reception to follow. Reservations are required, as seating capacity is limited. For information, call the Pan American Society of New England, 266-2248.

"Bon Voyage," "Jewelry," "Movements" and "Joy of Kinetic Art." $5.00 admissions, $1.00 for seniors citizens and students. Doors open at 5:30pm and 7pm. Refreshments available. Sponsored by New England Zionist Federation and the Israel Cultural Center.

For more information call 267-4200.

Feast your eyes on Boston.

Hotel Sonesta, Cambridge

For reservations for the four-star Sonesta Hotel in Cambridge, call 495-6700 or stop by the front desk.

In the center of Harvard Square, just steps away from trendy shops and restaurants, Sonesta is your best choice for a stay in Cambridge. For reservations, call 495-6700.
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The Republicans’ “last gasp”?  

By James J. Bierstet

The 1982 midterm elections were the Republican party’s “last gasp,” unless it’s motivated to do something,” said Louis Menand III, Special Assistant to the Provost and Senior Lecturer in Political Science, in his lecture on the 1982 elections last Wednesday night.

The Lecture Series Committee (LSC) sponsored Menand’s lecture, which about 75 people attended.

Menand offered a number of interpretations of the results of the 1982 election. Like the elections of 1932, ’36, and ’60, voters in the 1982 election were concerned with a single issue — the economy — and more specifically, “Reaganomics,” he said. The voters intended to elect officials who would “pay attention to the economy,” he continued.

The Republican coalition did not hold and was dented by the Democrats, he said. Most importantly, the election showed “we have a political party that has been able to identify itself with the broad range of American people,” he explained.

Menand began by pointing out there were a number of losers in the recent elections. He asserted the election of many new Democratic governors, who will pose serious opposition to President Reagan’s policies, dealt a blow to the President’s “New Federalism” doctrine.

The Republican party in Massachusetts was set back, he continued, by having the “unenviable record” of not having elected anyone to a state-wide single office since 1970.

The Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) Menand said, lost credibility with its poor predictions of the election. While CBS claimed the Republican party would suffer much greater losses in the US Congress than it actually did.

About the only real winner in the election was a dead Texas state senator who received 65 percent of the vote in his district. Menand quipped.

A greater percentage of people in Massachusetts went to the polls than the national average, he noted. Nationally, voter turnout was only about 40 percent of those eligible, the lowest since 1948, while in Massachusetts nearly 60 percent voted. Menand said the November turnout in Massachusetts was not expected to be so high because of the high turnout for the primary elections in September.

Menand also talked about the role of money in the outcome of the election. The big spenders in 1982 included Texas Governor William Clements, who spent almost $12 million on his unsuccessful re-election campaign, and New York Republican gubernatorial candidate Lewis E. Lehrman, who spent an estimated $12 million and also lost. Much of the campaign money went for television advertisements, he explained.

Mario Cuomo, Menand noted, made particularly good use of grassroots organization in his successful campaign for the New York governor’s seat.

In the Federal government, Americans can look forward to a “government stalemate until the budget is made sense of,” Menand said, adding that we should expect a $170 to $200 billion dollar deficit by next year. US economic problems are not isolated, they are related to the “changing climate of the international economy,” he explained.

At the state level, Massachusetts governor-elect Mike Dukas will have several problems to contend with when he takes office in January, Menand said, including that of enlisting qualified people to public office.

The state will have to work on its finances, Menand said. The state budget is “slightly out of balance,” he indicated, as a result of Proposition 13, which put local property taxes. In California, Proposition 13 has resulted in the state’s $500 billion dollar surplus becoming a $300 million dollar deficit, he noted.

In response to a question, Menand said a third party will probably never get off the ground, partly due to the electoral college system and also because “Americans are satisfied with the two party system,” he said.

Menand concluded by saying, “Politics is a many-splendored thing. If you don’t talk about politics, life is terribly dull.”

E-Systems continues the tradition of the world’s great problem solvers.

Maxwell’s electromagnetic field theory led to huge practical scientific advances. His light theory led to his own development of one of the first color photos and the kinetic theory of gasses.

Scientists and engineers at E-Systems are carrying on in the tradition of Maxwell’s genius. Today, they are solving some of the world’s toughest problems in electronically steered phased array antennas, electromagnetic scattering and solar ray concentration, using his findings as tools.

E-Systems is maintaining a reputation for designing and building communications, data, antenna, intelligence and reconnaissance systems that are often the first-of-a-kind in the world.

For a reprint of the Maxwell illustration and information on career opportunities with E-Systems in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah or Virginia, write: Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P. — Research and Engineering, E-Systems, Corporate Headquarters, P.O. Box 228030, Dallas, Texas 75266.

E-SYSTEMS  The problem solvers.
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**Lectures**

John Fezl, Professor of Anthropology at the University of New Mexico, will speak on "Vijayanagara: A Medieval Hindu Imperial City" at 5:30pm, November 15, in room 3-133. The lecture is sponsored by The Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture.

A lecture entitled "Ex-Spouses and the Triangles Within" will be held on Monday, November 15, at 8pm at the Institute for Remarrige and Separfamilies, 299 Waltham St., Newtonville. The focus will be on the role of the former spouse and the continuing relationship between the previously married couple as it affects the stepfamily. A short presentation, including suggestions for managing a family with more than two parents in it, will be given by the Institute faculty. Questions and answers will follow. Admission is free. For more information, call 964-6933.

*La mujer y la política en España*

A lecture in Spanish by Lydia Falcon, Spanish feminist and author, will be given Tuesday, November 16, at 8pm, room 4-159. Open to the public. Sponsored by MIT Foreign Languages and Literatures. For more information, call 3-4711.

Joseph Elderidge, Director of the Wallace Library of Latin America, will lecture Tuesday, November 23, in Coolidge Hall, 137 Cambridge St., Cambridge. Seminar room 2, Harvard University. The focus of the CLALS-CFI LA Latin America lunch seminar series. "Change and Persistence: Patterns of Development and稳定 of Latin America." The lecture is sponsored by the Latin American Institute of Cambridge, Massachusetts.

John Crittenden, Professor of Political Science, Harvard University, will speak Wednesday, November 17, 11am in room 3-153, on "Great Britain and Latin America: The Rise of Dolphin and the Decline of Britain." The lecture is sponsored by the New England Political Science Association.

*Is Corporate Flight Destroying America?*

Professionals from the New England Office of the Register of Deeds will discuss the implications of the recent Supreme Court decision on corporate flight. The lecture is sponsored by the New England Organization for Public Policy Alternatives.

*Activism for Human Rights in the Middle East, the Middle East*
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*On the Road to Houston*

Gustavo Colonio, Fellow at the Center for International Studies, Harvard University, will present an analysis of the economic and political situation of Venezuela from the Presidency of Carlos Andres Perez to the present Wednesday, November 17, 11pm. Emphasis will be placed on the petroleum issue and interaction with the rest of the country. Also, a brief comparison of the Venezuelan experience will be made with regard to other Latin American countries, e.g., Mexico. An informal reception will follow serving Mexican coffee. Donations: Members $2.00, non-Members $1.00. Students w/ID $1.00. The lecture is sponsored by the Pan American Society of New England.
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IBM RECRUITING DATES

- **NOVEMBER 15**  INFORMATION DAY  11:00-3:00  LOBBY—BUILDING 13
- **NOVEMBER 17**  RECEPTION  3:00-5:00  LOBBY—BUILDING 13
  (Refreshments)
- **NOVEMBER 18**  RECRUITING FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS
- **NOVEMBER 19**  RECRUITING FOR SUMMER POSITIONS

**REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE AVAILABLE TO DISCUSS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

careers in engineering, science, programming, marketing

IBM is an equal opportunity employer
One day only November 13

STOREWIDE SAVINGS TO SET YOU FOR THE HOLIDAYS

STREET FLOOR — MAIN STORE
20% off All BVD Underwear — Including Thermals
20% off All Arrow Flannel Shirts
20% off All Pendleton Shirts
20% off All Manistee Dress Casual Shoes
20% off All Clarks Wallabees (Men's Only)
20% off All Bonnie Doone Hosiery
20% off All Women's Sleepwear & Robes
30% off All Rexall Vitamins

SECOND FLOOR — BOOK BUILDING
Only $1 — Braun Prints from France

COOP FOR WOMEN
20% off All Handbags (except Aigner)
20% off All Felt Hats
20% off All Old Colony Sweaters

WOMEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT
20% off All Boots

INSIDE EVENTS
Join us from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday for a Cuisinart Cooking Demo, Housewares, Lower Level

OUTSIDE EVENTS
Enjoy live music on Palmer St. from a Jazz Ensemble, noon to 3:30 p.m. (weather permitting). Otherwise in Men's Furnishing Dept. Free popcorn on Palmer St., noon to 4 p.m. Free E. T. Balloons

SIDEWALK SALE
Super November buys including housewares, glassware, sheets, men's furnishings, art & photo frames, casual luggage, sweatshirt, E. T. Posters and Headgear, selected Records and more.

LOOK INSIDE FOR THE PURPLE SALE SIGNS
All items available at Harvard Square Store only. Selected items at MIT and Children's Medical Center.
Track has high hopes

(Continued from page 16)

The team is also looking forward to the speed of Ron Smith '84 in the 800 dash, 500 dash, and 1600-meter relay. In the hurdles department, John Taylor '84 and Joe Presing '84 will be doing their thing for the team. Other outstanding spoilers to watch for are Lance Parker '84, Andy Kraso '82, and Dave McWhorter '83.

As for the new blood, there are some good prospects in the freshman class. Ed Foncilha will be trying out the weights. Ross Dreyer will be high in the air pole-vaulting. Thomas Chang looks good on the hurdles. Mark Hampton is hoping to challenge Neves in the middle distances.

All in all, the team looks strong. The season looks good. And the squad will get its first crack at home in a tri-meet against WPI and Brandeis on December 4.

It's not what you see.
Pentathlon won in OT

By Jean Tom

(Translator's note: Jean Tom is a member of the McllCormick pentathlon team.)

McIlCormick Hall, which lost all of its games and finished dead last in the intramural pentathlon a year ago, edged the Baker Bunch in the soccer competition 2-1 to overtake this year's crown.

The 1981-82 pentathlon, held November 2-7, was the scene of much exciting competition between the two teams' 11 participating teams. Those taking part in the contest organized and run by manager Louise Janda '84 were the Baker Bunch, the Baker Bunch, Burton, McIlCormick, Randor- pika, and WILG. The events were arranged so that two teams faced each other in only one event.

After the first three events—basketball, volleyball, and water polo—the only undefeated teams were McIICormick and the Baker Bunch. In the fourth event, both top teams lost, making the score Baker Bunch 645, McIlCormick 609, and McIlCormick 605. The battle for first place came down to the final event—soccer—in which McIlCormick and the Baker Bunch squared off, with WILG playing Randoripika.

With McIlCormick leading 1-0 and less than one minute left in the game, the Baker Bunch scored to send the contest into overtime. The game remained deadlocked until McIlCormick scored with two minutes left in the extra period to capture the victory. 2-1. Randoripika defe- ed WILG 1-0, giving McIlCormick the victory.

The final results were McIlCormick 771, Baker Bunch 673, WILG 500, Randoripika 492, and Baker Bunch 387, and Burton 311. Burton's sole victory came against the Baker Bunch in soc- cer.

Sports

Track looks to repeat as champs

By Arthur Lee

Under the tutelage of 1981-82 Division III Coach of the Year Gordon Kelly, the men's champion track team is returning in force this year with the opening of the 1982-83 indoor track and field season. With many of the outstanding performers on last year's team returning, the squad is looking ahead to a strong season, and an even better performance of last year's capturing of both the New England NCAA Division III indoor and outdoor titles.

The Engineers, however, will not be without those alumni who were among the biggest point scorers on the team last year. People like Dave Kozla, Jeff Law, and Colin Kerwin will be missed. For instance, they scored, in the outdoor season alone, 246 points out of MIT's total 321. The significance of their contri- bution can be readily seen.

But all is not lost. The squad will be returning with a strong and skilled improving nucleus of performers. Specifically speaking, weight扔men Pat Purris '83 and Greg Pace '85 are certainly looking much stronger this year. "By the time the season starts, Pat will probably be as good as Dave Kozla was last year," commented Kelly, "and he is really throwing the hammer well. As for Greg, his performance on the shotput is looking strong." Team member Pat Purris agrees, "Greg is probably the best shot put man we have, and he is prodd." An- other man to watch for is Bill Kelly '85. His discus throwing last year was good, and it is im- pressing.

With the track team, leading scori- st, and co-captain Martin Taylor '83 is looking forward to scoring many points on his three best events: high jump, long jump, and triple jump. All-American Paul Neves, who was the man most prolific scorer last year, has not yet finalized his decision on whether or not he will be return- ing to the team. His best events are in the middle distances such as 800 and 1600 meters. Lyman Taylor '85, one of the best performers on the squad, will also be returning. Some of his best events are the 55-minter, 200, and 440 meters. (Please turn to page 12)


This Desk Can Reach Mach 2.

Some desk jobs are more exciting than others.

As a Navy pilot or flight officer, your desk can be a sophisticated combination of supersonic jet air- craft and advanced electronic equipment. But you can handle it. Because Navy flight training gives you the navigation, aerodynamics and other technical know-how you need.

In return, Navy aviation demands something of you as an officer: Leadership.

Your path to leadership starts with officer training that's among the most demanding in the military. It's intensive leadership and professional schooling combined with rigorous Navy flight training. And it's all geared to prepare you and other college graduates for the unique challenge of Navy aviation. The program is tough but rewarding.

One important reward for Navy officers is decision- making authority. In the air, and on the ground, you have management responsi- bility from the beginning. And your responsibility grows as you gain experience.

No company can give you this kind of leadership responsibility this fast. And nothing beats the sheer excitement of Navy flying.

The salary is exciting, too. Right away, you'll earn about $18,000 a year. That's better than the average corpo- ration will pay you just out of college. And with regular Navy promotions and other pay increases, your annual salary will soar to $30,400 after four years. That's on top of a full package of benefits and privileges.

Before you settle down to an earth- bound desk job, reach for the sky. Reach for the coupon. Find out what it takes to be part of the Naval Aviation Team. You could have a desk that flies at twice the speed of sound.